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WISCONSIN AND NEW YORK
SPECIAL PRIMARY REPORT

Former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter remains the front-runner for the Democratic Presidential nomination despite his generally unimpressive performances
in New York and Wisconsin yesterday, but his bandwagon has slowed somewhat.
If you can lose while winning, that is what happened to Sen. Henry Jackson in
New York last night. And his wipe-out in Wisconsin is also damaging, Rep.
Morris Udall stayed barely alive by coming in a close second in Wisconsin and
doing better-than-expected in New York, but we still see no way for him to win
the nomination. So Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey was probably the biggest winner
yesterday, although we remain skeptical about his ability to put together the
nomination in a brokered convention.
On the Republican side, we see nothing very impressive about President
Gerald R. Ford's 55% win over ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan in Wisconsin
yesterday. As in previous primaries, Mr. Ford is much weaker than an ;incumbent
President ought to be. We still thtnk that he will be nominated, but tne
chances for embarrassing losses to Reagan in Texas and California remain.
DEMOCRATS
Carter: In Wisconsin, a state very well organized for Udall, Jimmy Carter,
while spending little time and money, won narrowly. As the one candidate running a national campaign (as contrasted to a state-by~state campaign). Carter
did well in Wisconsin (although losing ground there in the closing stages), but
ran far below expectations in New York. His upstate showing there was weak.
To knowled~eable_ pros around the country, his poor N.Y. performance was a bigger
drag on his bandwagon than his close win in Wisconsin.
In New York, Carter was done in partly by powerful pro-HHH uncommitted
slates in Erie County (Buffalo) and in Suffolk County (Long Island), led by
Joe Crangle and Dominick Barabella. He was also wiped out by Udall in the
liberal enclaves, such as Manhattan. In Wisconsin, there are signs that the
voters became suspicious of Carter because of his fuzziness and dissembling on
the issues. Whether this will carry over remains to be seen.
Jackson: There is only one word to describe Scoop's performance in New
York: failure. And in Wisconsin, abysmal comes to mind. He did do a little
campaigning there and did have AFL-CIO backing. In New York, his own predictions of a landslide came back to haunt him while he actually won less than a
majority of the delegates and ran poorly in non-Jewish areas north of Westchester County - just the image his strategists wanted to avoid.
Udall: His successes in Wisconsin and New York - such as they are - are
in no small part as a proxy candidate for Humphrey, which limits his prospects
in future primaries and is more a measure of HHH's strength than Udall's. In
fact, he's really out but in and will stagger on to Pennsylvania.
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With what is shaping up as the two climatic primaries - Pennsylvania on
April 27th for the Democrats and Texas on May 1st for the Republicans - fast
approaching, the two front-runners - Democratic ex-Georgia Governor Jimmy Carter
and Republican President Gerald R. Ford - are both faced with serious campaign
crises.
Carter's crisis: The sudden arrest of him gathering mementum as the result of his narrow win in Wisconsin and big loss in New York last week coupled
with the huge flap caused by his "ethnic purity" statements.
Ford's crisis: How to come to grips with ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's
slashing attacks on his national security-detente-foreign policies, symbolized
by Sec. of State Henry Kissinger.
DEMOCRATS
Presidential Outlook: Our state-by-state analysis of convention delegations
must at this point be highly speculative because of the decisive number of delegates yet to be selected in Big State primaries. However, we believe we can
safely assume that a clearcut Carter victory in Pennsylvania would reinvigorate
his momentum and could well lead to other impressive performances in Michigan,
Ohio, New Jersey and California (though not necessarily victories in all of
these states).
Therefore, by a very conservative method of giving Carter the minimum delegates in each state and assuming that Rep. Morris Udall somehow stays in the
contest to draw delegates away from Carter, we still come up with a bare minimum of 1100 delegates. If Carter enters the convention with that much strength,
he is certain to reach the 1505 delegates necessary for nomination. Consequently,
we cannot see how he can be stopped if he clearly wins the "beauty contest" in
Pennsylvania.
If, on the other hand, Carter runs second to Sen. Henry Jackson in Pennsylvania, it becomes much more difficult to project the results in subsequent
primaries and impossible to predict delegate totals. There could be three separate sets of events stemming from a Jackson win in Pennsylvania: 1) Carter
reviving and going on to win in Michigan, Ohio and California (all better states
for him than Pennsylvania) with sufficient strength to get up to 1100 delegates
anyway; 2) Jackson following Pennsylvania with wins in Ohio and New Jersey and
perhaps Michigan to put him near the 1000 delegate mark; 3) Carter and Jackson
dividing the subsequent primaries so that both are below 1000 delegates, possibly leading to a brokered convention.
That raises the question of whether the Jackson and Carter delegates could
be combined to nominate either Jackson or Carter, or if failure to agree would
hand the nomination to Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey.
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Since our last Report, former California Gov. Rcnald Reagan has narrowed
the gap against President Gerald R. Ford in the battle for the Republican
Presidential nomination. By our unofficial count, Mr. Ford now leads by just
51 delegates, which means the race is down to a virtual dead heat. The fact
that the President is narrowly ahead makes him a slight favorite. If RR manages
to outscore GRF 2-to-1 on the remaining 157 delegates yet to be selected, he
could pull even -- with the nomination decided by how the 65 remaining uncommitted
delegates split.
Reagan's edge in the remaining convention states stems partly from his
organization's head start but also from the apparent failure of Mr. Ford's
"electability" campaign. On the contrary, there is a sizable opinion inside
the GOP and out of it, that RR might be a stronger candidate against former
Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter than President Ford.
In the wake of Carter's early clinching of the Democratic Presidential
nomination, there is a smug Democratic assurance of victory in November and a
·much-appreciated lack of emotion and controversy at the convention next month.
The present political cliche is that Carter would have to kick the election
away to lose it, but we have seen too many things change too rapidly to swallow
this whole. Heavily favored, Carter is; assured, he is not.

GOP
Delegate Contest: In the last two weeks, there have been the following
results in these state conventions:
Missouri: Ford-1, Reagan-18 (plus 3 previously uncommitted delegates
clearly for Reagan).
12!!= Ford-19, Reagan-17.
Delaware: -Ford-14, Uncommitted-3.
Whshington: Ford-7, Reagan-31.
Add to this some shifts back and forth in our continual tally, and we come
up with these new totals on delegates already.selected: Ford-1046, Reagan-995,
·Uncommitted-61 (with, of course, 1130 needed to nominate). Our calculations
show fewer uncommitted delegates than other published accounts because we have
apportioned to GRF and RR those delegates who claim to be uncommitted but are,
in fact, strongly inclined.
This leaves 157 delegates to be selected as follows:
New Mexico (June 26): RR sweep of all 21 delegates likely.
Minnesota (June 24-26): Best bet is GRF taking 15-of-18 at-large delegates.
Montana (June 26): RR favored to sweep 20, but GRF could sneak one.
Colorado (July 10): What was once a hopeful Ford state now looks to be a
Reagan sweep of the remaining 25 delegates (6 delegates already picked are RR's).
North Dakota (July 10): Still hard to call but the consensus is a lQ-8
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Indiana, Georgia, Alabama
Primary Special Report

Former California Gov. Ronald Reagan's primary victories in four states capped by last night's upset in Indiana - opens the distinct possibility that
President Gerald g. Ford may not win the Republican Presidential nomination.
We now call Ford only a slight favorite, with chances for Reagan's nomination
slightly less than even, only because of GRF's incumbency. But momentum is
solidly in RR's direction, and the odds may well change.
President Ford is facing tough tests next Tuesday in West Virginia and
Nebraska, followed by a long list of difficult primaries. With New York's and
Pennsylvania's uncommitted delegates unlikely to swing to Ford before July (if
then) , the big casino is shaping up as June 8 in California. where we believe
Reagan is now ahead.
The Ford talk about "cross-over" voting killing him is like a terminal
cancer case complaining about athlete's foot; it is the least of his problems,
which are: 1) Foreign policy - Sec. of State Henry Kissinger; 2) A negative
anti-RR instead of a pro-Ford strategy; and 3) Mr. Ford's general ineptitude.
Calls for a new strategy and the sacking of Kissinger abound.
On the Democratic side, we can construct no scenario that involves denying
the P~esidential nomination to former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter. He is now
accepted throughout the Party as a fait accompli and, what's more, as the
strongest nominee the Democrats can field anyway.
GOP
Texas: The tipping point that turned this from a narrow RR win into the
most humiliating drubbing administered in a primary to any President since 1912
was Kissinger's African safari. We cannot overemphasize the effect of this in
Texas. Mr. Ford badly botched the Panama Canal issue, and his campaign pissed
away about $1 million on a lost cause (compared to about a $250,000 expenditure
by Rl). As a result, the President Ford Committee is nearly as broke as the
Reagan Committee and is laying off 35 to 40 workers. Don't be misled by all
the cross-over bleeding. RR won the GOP vote here as well. Incredibly, Sen.
John Tower, GRF' s convention floor manager, will not be a member of the Texas
delegation.
Indiana: Our best sources believe that the Texas impact assessed a 10 percent4ge point turnover to negate the Republican organization's strength. Early
polls gave Ford a 20 percentage point lead. Cross-overs gave RR the margin of
-victory, but he ran even with Republicans anyway. Again, Panama Canal, Africa
and Kissinger were devastatiQg. Ford's late campaigning was disastrous, turning
down suggestions by local politicians to omit mention of the Canal and to stop
praising Kissinger.
Georgia: The surprise was the 70-30qmargin, amazing even the Reaganites
and certainly Ford campaign chairman·Rogers Morton. Remember that the "Bo"
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Former California Gov. Ronald Reagan's win over President Gerald R. Ford
last night in the Republican primary in Nebraska - traditionally the most solid
GOP state of them all - now makes him the favorite for the Republican ?residential nomination by a narrow margin. Mr. Ford now~ win his home state,
Michigan, next Tuesday, where heavy Wallaceite-pro-Reagan crossover voting is
expected. Michigan is a last-ditch situation for President Ford. A victory
keeps him alive; a loss may finish him off.
We find among many Republicans a spirit of impending doom; a feeling that
the bitter Ford-Reagan struggle for the nomination will leave so many scars
that no Republican can win. We believe that this is premature, even in the
event of an RR win. This is not 1964, and Reagan is no Barry Goldwater.
As for Sen. Frank Church's victory over former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter
in Nebraska, it looks more important than it really is. Carter is now suffering
the pain of the front-runner who has to keep turning back one challenger after
another. But his loss to Church - and his close shave against Morris Udall
in Connecticut - will have little slowing impact. Even if California Gov.
Jerry Brown takes him in Maryland next Tuesday, Carter should blur that impact
by a big win in Michigan.
We see only this anti-Carter effect of Nebraska - a possible slowing down
of Democratic leaders rushing to the Carter bandwagon; a slightly less exuberant
and rambunctious Jimmy Carter; but enough delegates going into the New York
City convention - between 1200 and 1300 - to assure a first ballot win. Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey is still clearly available and half-running, but we don't
see how it's going to happen.
GOP
President Ford's loss to Reagan in Nebraska, while winning in West Virginia
as expected, shows the depth of his real political problems. He is still not
perceived as the Republican leader, but rather as an appointed President.
Reagan's victory, larger than Reagan's own campaign managers thought possible,
also showed:
1) RR's superior ability to GRF's in political organization and campaign
management, along with his hard-hitting issues against a defensive Jerry Ford.
2) A potentially dangerous farm belt revolt against the President's
agriculture policies (centered on last year's temporary grain embargo).
3) Reagan's ability to cash in on momentum- a factor that, following
Nebraska, makes him a prohibitive favorite in the whole pack of upcoming primaries. On May 25th, RR is favored in Idaho, Kentucky, Nevada, Tennessee and
Arkansas, with only Oregon giving GRF a possible win. On June 1st, Reagan
looks certain to continue his extraordinary string of victories with wins in
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Neither President GeralD~...£..osd nor ex-Californ:i.a Gov. Ronald Reagan has
managed a decisive stroke in their few-holds-barred battle for the Republican
Presidential nomination since our last Report. We find Mr. Ford ahead in our
delegate count by a scant 21 delegates. After the next two weekends, the Ford
margin reay \>/ell be reduced to 17 delegates - but only 26 short of the nomtnation with approximately 68 uncommitted delegates left. This is alJ close enough for
nobody to be certain of anything, but our arithmetic leads us to conclude that
President Ford will be the Erobable winner.
Gov. Reagan's problem i.s that he has failed to make a breakthrough with
No!."theast uncommitt.<;;d delegates - and may not be able to make it. Hr. Ford
has not been all that successful in wooing delegates either, but he will get
the nomination ..!i_ he can hang onto his New York and Pennsylvania delege.tes.
The one and only point of interest for the Democratic Convention is the
Vice-Presidential choice, which only ex-Georgia Gov. and soon-to-be Democratic
Presidential nom.1.nee. Ji.r_l!_m_y_Carte..r knov1s, i f indeed he does. Our feeling is
that the final.1sts in the Great Elimination Contest are Sens. Ed Huskie (Me.),
John Glenn (Ohio) and Frank Church (Ida.), with Walter Hondale (Hinr:~); HenEY.
Jackson (Wash.) and _Adlai Stevenson III (Ill.) trailing in that order.
GOP
~~nte Chase:
Since our last Report, the delegates have fallen generally
as expected, with Ford doing a little better than anticipated in Minneso.ta but
Reagan cleaning up in Montana, Idaho and New Mexico. According to our count
(~nich, like all other counts, must allow for a margin of error), it looks as
follows going into the final two weekends of state conventions: Ford-1057,
Reagan-1036, Uncommi tted-68, To .Be Selected-9~.
Of these 98 delegates still to be selected, here are the prospects:
North_Q_~kota (18 delegates, July 8-9):
There are the makings here of RR's
worst debacle west- of the Mississippi sj.nce Kansas many months ago - at a time
when he can ill afford it. Everybcdy - the Reagan high command included - had
been thinking in terQs of a 9-9 split, with the edge going 11-7 at most either
way. But now the Reagan forces fe&l that they have been misled by State Chairman
Allan YO_!:!E;&, who they claim represented himself as a Reagan sympathizer but whom
they now regard as a Ford backer. Young's delegate slate, which'was supposed
to be evenly splits is rated 12--6 Ford by some Reagan men and 14-4 by some
FOl.·dians. Will the Reagan camp risk a 0·-18 blanking by going to the convention
floor Thursday with their mm slate? Ford insiders and Party Regulars think not.
If Reagan really does lose here~ :Lt wLll be the first unexpected Ford Hi:..""l :f.n
some time and - in a ga;ne of onEs and t'i->Os ~ could b·::: iE:pm: tant.
folc::._:rad_2 (31 delegate~. July 10): Rei.'[';an alre:::.dy h.;1s six c!.::l.:~g&t(~B .::nd
has a gc•od shot for the rG"1laining 25 on Saturday. Ford is at best_ ho?ing for
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Judging from initial reactions, ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's daring
and desperate ploy yesterday in selecting Pennsylvania Sen. Richard Schweiker
as his Vice-Presidential running mate in RR's all-out battle against President
Gerald R. Ford for the 1976 Republican Presidential nomination seems destined to
fail and possibly to result in direct disaster. As we go to press, there is no
sign of the intended delegate yield in the Northeast, but there are many signs
that the Schweiker maneuver will tip Reagan-leaning delegates over to Ford in
Mississippi. If so, that's the ball game.
The Reagan campaign is suddenly faced with this double and perhaps impossible
mission: 1) Produce visible and immediate signs of important delegate strength
in the Northeast; 2) Keep Mississippi away from Ford.
Oddly, until the Schweiker ploy, the Ford campaign had been wallowing in
its own habitual succession of mistakes. This contest for the nomination is
like a football game with each side fumbling every time it gets the ball.
On the tranquil Democratic front, it is clear - despite Presidential
nominee-ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter's protestations -that President Ford's
pardon of ex-President Richard M. Nixon will be a major Democratic campaign
issue. Vice-Presidential nominee - Minnesota Sen. Walter Mondale - meanwhile is
slipping quietly into the Carter web, not only moving his campaign to Georgia
but suddenly becoming a convert to freedom..,.of-choice busing.
GOP
Reagan: The Schweiker ploy, we believe, is based on the following assumptions by the Reagan campaign:
1) The potential Reagan converts among the uncommitted and Ford delegates
in the Northeast states were being held back by the increasing notion of the
inevitability of Ford's nomination. Something was needed to motivate the
potential converts to come over.
2) While Reagan conservatives would grumble, they would stick with their
Leader, particularly after Schweiker was portrayed to theJit as a "gut" conservative
on such issues as gun control and .abortion, despite his essential liberalism (i.e.
a 100% AFL-CIO COPE voting record and, incredibly, an 89% ADA voting record).
3) The Reagan-Schweiker ticket would yield heavy gains for RR among Northeastern state delegates - estimated by Campaign Manager John Sears in Sunday
night conversations with key, stunned Reaganites as 60.
We believe that this strategy appears to have failed for several reasons:
i) Although several Reagan conservatives are reluctantly going along with
the ticket (North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms, South Carolina Gov. James Edwards,
Virginia leader Richard Obenshain), there is a notable and critical exception:
Mississippi State Chairman Clarke Reed. Having staved off a Ford delegate raid
over the past weekend, Reed was suddenly faced by what he regarded as a direct
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The Republican ticket of President Gerald R. Ford and Sen. Bob Dole comes
out of this cheerless GOP National Convention (with only 75 days until Election
Day) even further behind the Democratic ticket of ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter
and Sen. Walter Mondale than Sen. George McGovern was behind President Richard
M. Nixon at this stage in 1972. Although this huge gap is bound to narrow by
November 2nd, it must be pointed out that no candidate in modern memory has ever
closed this large a margin.
Mr. Ford, largely retaining his primary and convention campaign team, is
abandoning the Southern Strategy for a Big State Strategy. But how to elect a
President without any Southern electoral votes remains imponderable.
The Kansas City Convention, despite surface manifestations of papering over
the cracks between the Regulars and the .Reaganites, was far more divisive than
generally understood. For this and other reasons, the minuses of the convention
seem to us to outweigh the pluses (including Ford's excellent acceptance speechl.
The juvenile - and televised - demonstrations, the vestigial bitterness of the
Reaganites. the limited help given the ticket by Dole - all add up to less than
the boost of a totally effective convention (GOP '72) but more than the drag
of a disastrous gathering (GOP '64, Democrats in '68 and '72) •

.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ROUNDUP #1
Our readings of secret polls and our checks with politicians around the
country show that Carter would win an electoral vote landslide if the election
were held today. We are somewhat uncertain about several of our calla in the
smaller states where there are no polls yet. Furthermore, there is the strong
probability of Ford gains in Illinois, Ohio and his home state of Michigan.
Nevertheless, we list as "Probable for Carter" states totalling 355 electoral
votes, 85 more than needed to elect. Our roundup at this stage in 1972 gave RMN
303 "probable" votes against McGovern.
Of the following, Carter's lead is very shaky - even doubtful - in Arizona,
Connecticut, Michigan and Nebraska. But Ford's lead is shaky in all five of the
states in which he currently leads.
States Probable for Carter: Alabama (9), Alaska (3), Arkansas (6), California (45). Colorado (7). District of Columbia (3), Georgia (12), Hawaii (4).
Iowa (8), Kentucky (9), Louisiana (10), Maryland (10), Massachusetts (14),
Minnesota (10), Mississippi (7), Missouri (12), Montana (4), New Jersey (17),
New Mexico (4). New York (41), North Carolina (13), Oklahaaaa (8), Oregon (6),
Pennsylvania (27). Rhode Island (4), South Carolina (8), Tennessee (10), Texas
(26), Vermont (3), Washington (9), West Virginia (6). Total: 355 electoral votes.
States Leaning to Carter: Arizona (6), Connecticut (8), Delaware (3),
Florida (17), Illinois (26), Indiana (13), Maine (4), Michigan (21), Nebraska (5),
Nevada (3), New Hampshire (4), Ohio (25), South Dakota (4), Virginia (12),
Copyritflt
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The wholly unexpected speed with which President Gerald R. Ford has
narrowed the huge gap between himself and Democratic Presidential nominee Jimmy
Carter since the close of the Republican National Convention in Kansas City just
twelve days ago casts the campaign in a completely new light, with Carter's
people roused from their reveries of an easy autumn. Nevertheless, JC remains
a heavy favorite, in our opinion, thanks to the luxury of a Solid South not
enjoyed by any Democratic Presidential candidate since FDR in 1944. The prospect
today: A relatively modest popular plurality but an electoral vote landslide.
The campaign is shaping up this way: a natural desire to return to the
Democrats, anti-GOP sentiment, and concern about Mr. Ford's handling of the
economy vs. personal doubts about Carter and a personal preference for Ford.
Thus, the prospect of an intensely personal attack against Carter magnifies.
Both sides are showing the same weaknesses now that they exhibited all year.
The revised Ford organization is to a great degree (as we forecast in our last
Report) the same faces reshuffled with changed emphasis. Carter, meanwhile, is
showing the same symptoms of his slumping late primary campaign, skittering off
from one issue to another with a tendency for blundering.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ROUNDUP #2
Since our last Report from Kansas City, the electoral vote margin has
closed - but not nearly as much as the popular vote. Based on polls and reports
from politicians, we now shift Arizona, Indiana, Michigan and Nebraska from
"Leaning to Carter" to "Leaning to Ford" - a switch of 45 electoral votes. We
also shift l4ontana from "Probable for Carter" to "Leaning to Carter," and Wyoming
from "Leaning to Ford" to ..Probable for Ford.n In addition, Illinois, while
still 11 Leaning to Carter," is now very close and could tip to Ford. Lacking
hard new data, we are keeping California and New Jersey in the "Probable for
Carter" category, though some politicians think they should be "Leaning to Carter."
Thus, we still give Carter 351 probable electoral votes - 81 more than
needed to elect. Even without California and New Jersey, the number of "probable"
votes spells an electoral college landslide.
States Probable for Carter: Alabama (9), Alaska (3), Arkansas (6), California (45), Colorado (7), District of Columbia (3), Gerogia (12), Hawaii (4),
Iowa (8), Kentucky {9), Louisiana {10), Maryland (10), Massachusetts (14), Minnesota (10), Mississippi (7), Missouri (12), New Jersey (17), New Mexico (4), New
York (41), North Carolina (13), Oklahoma (8), Oregon (6), Pennsylvania (27),
Rhode Island (4), South Carolina (8), Tennessee (10), Texas (26), Vermont (3),
Washington (9), West Virginia (6). Total: 351 electoral votes.
States Leaning to Carter: Connecticut (8), Delaware (3), Florida (17),
Illinois (26), Maine (4), Montana (4), Nevada (3), New Hampshire (4), Ohio (25),
South Dakota (4), Virginia (12), Wisconsin (11). Total: 121 electoral votes.
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Based on our readings of local polls and discussions with politicians
around the country, we believe that the Presidential election has narrowed
dramatically in the last two weeks. President Gerald R. Ford has cut Democratic
nominee Jimmy Carter's lead .in popular votes down to almost nothing outside the
South and to manageable proportions even in parts of the South. Considering
Carter's Southern base, he still retains a formidable electoral vote lead, but
many states have switched from the "probable" to the "leaning" column. Call
Carter a 3-to-2 favorite today.
·
---The last two weeks have been bad ones for Carter. He has made personal
mistakes and his organization has exhibited gross deficiencies. The latter may
be more easily correctable than the former. Do~· however, minimize Carter's
ability as a campaigner.
It may not last long but for the Hz:~t time all year it looks as though the
Ford people know what they are doing. Keeping President Ford inside the White
House has helped, maximi~ing his incumbency and minimizing his egregious campaign
style. The problem now·j,s whether this same tactic can be maintained in the
face of demands from ali quarters. We doubt it.
OVerall, we ffnl that the most important campaign trend so far is the failure
of both Jerry Ford and Jimmy Carter to impress the American electorate as credible
Presidents. This not only presages a low voter turnout, but oddly (since he is
the incumbent President) works to Mr. Ford's advantage because there is a lot
of Democratic ·and Independent apathy toward Carter.
All this; "points to tlfe September 23rd debate, which both sides believe will
have overriding importance. Nobody can predict the outcome.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ROUNDUP #3
Since our last Report, our assessment of the electoral vote count has
changed from Carter 472 - Ford 66 to Carter 414 - Ford 110. That scarcely seems
a dramatic shift except for this: The states that we have listed as "Probable
for Carter" have declined from 351 electoral votes to 153 - well short of the
270 needed for election. In other words, our reassessment - based partly on
events of the last two weeks but also on new polling data - shows that the election is definitely winnable for Ford~ because so many Big States are within reach •.
States Probable for Carter: Arkansas (6), District of Columbia (3), Georgia
(12), Hawaii (4)~ Keqtucky (9), Louisiana (10), Massachusetts {14), Minnesota
(10), Mississippi (7), Missouri (12), New Mexico {4), Oklahoma (8), Rhode Island
(4), South Carolina (8), Tennessee (10), Texas (26), West Virginia (6). Total:
153 electoral votes.
Leaning to Carter: Alabama (9), Arkansas (3), California (45), Connecticut (8), Delaware (3), Florida (17), Iowa (8), Maine {4), Maryland (10),
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Ford-carter Debate
Special Report

Although President Gerald R. Ford appears to have marginally edged out
Democratic nominee Jimmy Carter in the overnight public opinion polling of last
night's deadly. dull "debate", neither candidate. in our judgment, helped himself
much with the tuned-out electorate. That means Carter is still in front - narrowly
in the popular vote and heavily in the electoral vote. But the debate did little
to arrest Carter's downward slide of the last few weeks.
Neither candidate came over vividly or persuasively, and neither gave the
potential non-voter much reason to march down to the polling booth. Substantively,
there was little to choose between them; stylistically, there was perhaps a
slight plus for Mr. Ford.
Private political comment, as contrasted with public victory claims, calls
it mainly a dead heat, with no great impact on the campaign. This means that
President Ford may have missed a chance to deliver a disabling blow to Carter,
and that JC certainly did not bloody Jerry Ford.
DEBATE Ill
Carter: He was neither the inspirational leader of the early primaries nor
the foot-in-mouth dullard of recent weeks. The fact that he was at least
conversant on great national issues may have helped him with the general voter,
but for the cognoscenti he showed many lapses.
1) Technically, he looked and sounded terrible at the beginning, but
recovered considerably as the debate droned on and the audience waned.
2) In an effort to overcome his "fuzzy" image, he was programmed with
specifics and statistics, much of which sailed over the heads of most viewers.
3) He is ct~·rronebater in the classic sense, which would have spelled
major trouble against Ronald Reagan or John Connally. Against Jerry Ford, this
may remain a minor defect.
4) Carter's supporters were relieved that the panel did not a) ask him
about either the sex or LBJ aspects of the Playboy interview, b) probe his income
tax mistake in the A.P. interview, or c) C\'Oss-examine him closely.
5) Even without probing from a curiously passive panel, Carter left much
to be desired. He misinterpreted at least one question, mispoke himself repeatedly
and even his admirers called much of his economics "gibberish."
6) He accomplished two goals: a) identifying himself with the Democrats
and b) identifying himself with the blue collar voter against business. He came
on much more anti-business - tax policy, in particular - than ever before.
7) His summation was more articulate and coherent than Ford's, but neither
novel nor inspiring, and by that time much of the TV audience was gone.
Ford: He came over about as expected - dull, uninspired, predictable. His
ability to spout gushers of statistics helped with those voters who look upon
~~him as a dummy.
Additionally, we conclude:
..
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Ford-Carter Debate #2
Special Report

The consensus in the political community this morning is that Democratic
Presidential nominee Jimmy Carter won a clearcut victory over President Gerald
R. Ford in last night's .debate~ . I t is our feeling that, both subst:antively and
stylistically, this was the most one-sided of all the modern Presidential debates,
including the first between John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon in 1960. Although
the edge given to Carter by early public opinion polls is not decisive, it is
enough to destroy any momentum Mr. Ford seemed to be building. In short, ~
major triumph for Carter.
The President's incredible statement on Eastern Europe, the biggest blunder
yet in any Presidential debate, costs him two ways: 1) with ethnic.s and conservatives; 2) in general, because of its revelation of sloppiness and ineptitude. How
could a President be so befuddled?
Carter, while hardly a charismatic spellbinder, played a clever game, in our
opinion. He took advice from moderates to play down his defense-cut talk and
play up a hard line. Liberals were not very happy, but many were pacified by
JC's demagoging on the Right~wing dictatorship in Chile.
DEBATE #2
Carter: He was clearly more confident, less nervous, than in the first
debate and seemed more in command than Ford. The principal criticisms were his
excessive partisanship and abrasiveness in attacking GRF at every point and his
smirking manner that verged on rudeness to a President.
1) Carter clearly took advice from moderate advisers not to push defense
spending cuts at the risk of a) giving Ford a chance to disgorge facts and figures
from his briefing books, and b) appearing to be a soft-liner.
2) The briefing with ex-Defense Sec. James Schlesinger was obvious when
Carter nailed Ford on his flip-flop on defense cuts after Schlesinger was fired
and after ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's victory in the Texas Presidential
primary. We can report that the Pentagon was pleased that JC a) did not push for
defense cuts, b) did not push for overseas' troop withdrawals, and c) did not
repeat his proposal for total nuclear disarmament.
3) Carter clearly profited from his Q and A briefing from Stuart Eizenstat,
Pat Caddell, Greg Schneiders, Hamilton Jordan and Richard Holbrooke, and his selfinstructions to "go for the jugular" after his passive, defensive performance
during most of Debate #1.
4) Carter had also decided to attack Ford (and not put forward specific
policies) on anti-Communist "freedom" issues - Helsinki, Alexander Solzhenitsyn,
Henry Kissinger, etc. Although some liberals were not very happy about this hard
line, he appeased them by attacking Chile (with an absolutely untrue allegatign
that the U.S. overthrew the Allende regime), and returning to his old primary
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Within the last week, the question most often asked in Washington has
changed from "Who' s ahead?" to "Is it all over?" Our answer: it is ~ all
over, but Democratic Presidential nominee Jimmy Carter - after Debate #2 - has
arrested his slide, which had left him just two points ahead of President Gerald
R. Ford in the latest Gallup Poll (taken before the second debate) and has
regained his momentum. We think that Carter will win unless Ford does something
about it.
But it looks increasingly as though Gerald Ford is incapable of doing
anything about it. He compounded his poor showing in Debate #2 by 1) waiting
five days before admitting he'd said anything wrong on Eastern Europe, and 2)
trying to recover with the Jewish vote by promising weapons to Israel over longstanding Pentagon veto.
Bear in mind two factors, however: 1) Many states are now carried by Carter
_by only a few percentage points, so that even a small shift could change many
electoral votes; 2) JC has appeared harsh, strident and unattractive in pressing
his sudden advantage, and it could cost him.
The economy, apparently stalled on dead center, looms as an ever more
important campaign issue, with President Ford naturally on the defensive, and
Carter ineffectually (to date) on the attack. We now believe that voter (consumer)
concern about the apparent inability of the Federal Government to come to grips
with inflation and unemployment is having a major depressing effect on voter
(consumer) reaction to the Presidential campaign, turning them off. All this
could lead to a very low voter turnout and a new President actively supported
by only one-quarter of eligible voters.
In summary, we think that Carter has to lose the election for Ford to win
it. Unless Jimmy Carter makes another major error, he is the President.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ROUNDUP #5
Thanks partly to damage from Debate #2, we are still forecasting a Carter
electoral vote landslide. It seemed that GRF was about to pull ahead in Ohio
California and possibly Texas, but we cannot - based on polls and talks with
politicians - make that judgment now. The electoral vote shift, from Carter to
Ford, since Roundup #4 two weeks ago is a mere 14 electoral votes -- moving our
projections from 406-132 to 392-146.
States Probable for Carter: Arkansas (6), District of Columbia (3), Georgia
(12), Hawaii (4), Kentucky (9), Massachusetts (14), Minnesota (10), New Jersey
(17), Rhode Island (4), Tennessee (10), West Virginia (6). Total: 95 electoral
votes.
States Leaning to Carter: Alabama (9), Alaska (3), California (45), Florida
(17), Iowa (8), Louisiana (10), Maryland (10), Mississippi (7), Missouri (12),
Montana (4), Nevada (3), New York (41), North Carolina (13), Ohio (25), Oklahoma (8),
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October 20,, 1976 - No. 273
Election '76
Special Report

We can now report that, barring a major new development (most lfkely in
Debate 03), Democratic Presidential nominee Jimmy Carter quite probably will be
elected President on November 2nd. He now leads in five of the Big Seven
states and has been on the clear upswing in four of them. An electoral vote
landslide is in sight.
Carter appears to have strengthened his lead in the big Northeastern states
and recaptured the lead from President Gerald R. Ford in Illinois - a critical
shift. On the other hand, Ford has overtaken Carter in California and is on
the upswing in the South where he now leads in Virginia, Louisiana and Mississippi
and is close in South Carolina, Florida and Alabama.
_ This is an extremely difficult election to forecast· precisely. Animosity
toward both candidates has grown, creating substantial blocks of undecided and
non-voters - and, consequently, uncertainty. The margin in the Big.States is
narrow enough so that victory for Mr. Ford is not impossible. His requirement:
keep ahea~ in California and Michigan, move ahead in Illinois and Ohio.
Carter's gains are scarcely the results of his own efforts but rather the
results of Ford's continued fumbling since the second debate ~ particularly his
ill-advised counterattack against Carter. We find the Carter camp relatively ·
self-assured in facing Debate #3, while the Ford camp is uneasy and divided on
strate~y. On balance, Sen. Robert Dole's (R) blood-and-guts performance in last
Friday's Vice-Presidential debate hurt the President. By appearing as the heavy,
Dole turned a drab showing by Sen. Walter Mondale (D) into a plus. But does
it·matter? People vote for President, not V.P.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ROUNDUP 06
Despite darkening gloom over President Ford's prospects, we are reporting
a net gain of 43 electoral votes for Ford in the last week. The 43 net gain is
primarily the result of the switch in California's 45 electoral votes which are
still very much in doubt. Finally, this latest roundup shows Illinois sliding
back to Carter, which - if it holds - is a calamity for Mr. Ford outweighing
other gains.
States Probable for Carter: Arkansas (6), District of Columbia (3),
Georgia (12), Hawaii (4), Massachusetts (14), Minnesota (10), Rhode Island (4),
West Virginia (6). Total: 59 electoral votes.
States Leaning to Carter: Alabama (9), Florida (17), Illinois (26), Iowa
(8), Kentucky (9), Maryland (10), Missouri (12), New Jersey (17), New York (41),
North Carolina (13), Ohio (25), Oklahoma (8), Oregon (6), Pennsylvania (27),
South Carolina (8), South Dakota (4), Tennessee (10), Texas (26), Wisconsin (11).
Total:
287 electoral votes.
Total Carter Electoral Votes: 346.
States Probable for Ford: Arizona (6), Idaho (4), Kansas (7), Nebraska (5),
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Election '76
Special Report

With only three campaigning days left until Election Day, continuing
weakness on the part of Democratic nominee Jimmy Carter and growing strength much of it anti-Carter - by President Gerald R. Ford has not only narrowed the
electoral vote gap that we reported just four days ago, but could actually
swing the election to the President • • • if his momentum continues.
We now shift Wisconsin and South Carolina from "Leaning to Carter" to
"Leaning to Ford." Therefore, our electoral vote count now stands at:
Carter: 289 electoral votes.
Ford: 249 electoral votes.
Warning: President Ford's upward movement is strikingly reminiscent of
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey's last-days surge against Richard M. Nixon in 1968.
HHH simply ran out of time, but this year Mr. Ford has three more days and it
could be just enough to put him over the top.
So for the first time in the nine-year history of this Report we find
that, although Jimmy Carter would be the winner as we go to press, the American
electorate is in a highly volatile mood and the election may well swing to the
President. Such imponderables as weather, voter turnout or last-minute candidate mistakes now hold crucial importance.
CARTER
The Carter camp's decision (based strictly on a Pat Caddell California
poll showing Carter moving ahead of Ford by almost three percentage points)
to stay all day Monday on the West Coast in an effort to nail down California's
45 electoral votes, might turn into a costly mistake. The highly respected
California Field poll, which admittedly gives Independent candidate ex-Sen.
Eugene McCarthy more than he is ·likely to get in any write-in, has Mr. Ford
six points ahead (as of October 27). Carter's decision to wind up his campaign
in California - featuring a Monday night TV spectacular with Gov. Edmund G.
Brown, Jr. - leaves the Midwest and Eastern Big State cliff-hangers open to
last-minute Ford attack.
FORD
Ford will tour c.rucial Ohio - Akron, Canton and Columbus - Monday, winding
up with a noon rally at the State Capitol and then fly to Detroit for an election eve telecast with Joe Garagiola. His campaign - unlike Carter's - is
moving with unaccustomed surface serenity into its final stages. He is now
campaigning better than old-timers can ever remember and theGaragiola ploy
has been a. ten-strike-.':.
·
Although we have shifted Wisconsin and South Carolina, we repeat that if
Ford's momentum continues and no dramatic incident occurs, Carter will remain
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Democratic President-elect Jimmy Carter's extraordinarily narrow electoral
vote victory over Republican President Gerald R. Ford last night was barely
achieved by: 1) JC's Southern near-sweep (save for Virginia), built on the
back of a near-solid heavy black turnout; and 2) The last-minute rescue efforts
of the traditional Democratic power centers that Carter disavowed for two years i.e. Big City politicians, led by Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo, organized
labor and its unprecedented get-out-the-vote drive, and organized minorities
(leading to a huge black vote). Despite all this, Mr. Ford ran remarkably well
in the Big States, far better than anybody would have imagined two months ago.
Some highly placed Democrats have privately expressed satisfaction that
Carter was not given a large mandate and would, therefore, show some humility
in taking office. We are not so sure that JC will long remember or be greatly
influenced by the narrowness of his victory. In any event, there are very few
plans in place for the high-level staffing of his administration.
The loss of the Presidency is only the most visible and most important
element of another Republican debacle. Failure to recover significantly from
the horrendous '74 losses in the Senate and, particularly, in the House reveals
the weakness of the Party. The GOP's conservative wing lost two of its brightest
stars in the East, Tennessee Sen. William Brock and New York's James Buckley,
although gaining conservative Senators in California, New Mexico, Utah and
Wyoming. The growing conservatism of the West continues.
Economically, we have heard much private talk from business leaders about
the freeze of capital investment in the event of a Carter victory. To avoid
that, JC is being urged to give a clear signal to the economic community by the
appointment of a conservative Secretary of the Treasury, perhaps even a Republican. But don't count on it.
ELECTION '76
Presidential: The debate, already begun, as to whether GRF's comeback
peaked too soon or whether the election came too early is totally academic.
What is important is why Ford failed to catch Carter and why Carter was unable
to win a mandate:
1) Most important was JC's total domination of the South, including Texas
(save for Virginia), which was completely unexpected by Ford's campaign aides.
This was based less on his supposed kinship with "redneck" rural whites than
on a massive, monolithic vote by Southern blacks. The classic case was Mississippi, where estimates show that whites voted well over 60% for Ford but the·.
extremely heavy and virtually unanimous vote among the state's newly enfranchised blacks gave Carter about 50.5% of the state's total vote.
2) The failure of ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan to make a greater effort
in Mississippi, South Carolina and Louisiana may or may not have cost President
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Democratic President-elect Jimmy Carter's extraordinarily narrow electoral
vote victory over Republican President Gerald R. Ford last night was barely
achieved by: 1) JC's Southern near-sweep (save for Virginia), built on the
back of a near-solid heavy black turnout; and 2) The last-minute rescue efforts
of the traditional Democratic power centers that Carter disavowed for two years i.e. Big City politicians, led by Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo, organized
labor and its unprecedented get-out-the-vote drive, and organized minorities
(leading to a huge black vote). Despite all this, Mr. Ford ran remarkably well
in the Big States, ·far better than anybody would have imagined two months ago.
Some highly placed Democrats have privately expressed satisfaction that
Carter was not given a large mandate and would, therefore, show some humility
in taking office. We are not so sure that JC will long remember or be greatly
influenced by the narrowness of his victory. In any event, there are very few
plans in place for the high-level staffing of his administration.
The loss of the Presidency is only the most visible and most important
element of·another Republican debacle. Failure to recover significantly from
the horrendous '74 losses in the Senate and, particularly, in the House reveals
the weakness of the Party. The GOP's conservative wing lost two of its brightest
stars in the East, Tennessee Sen. William Brock and New York's James Buckley,
although gaining conservative Senators in California, New Mexico, Utah and
·Wyoming. The growing conservatism of the West continues.
E.;onomi~ally, we have heard much private talk from business leaders about
the freeze of capital investment in the event of a Carter victory. To avoid
that, JC is being urged to give a clear signal to the economic community by the
appointment of a conservative Secretary of the Treasury, perhaps even a Republican. But don't count on it.
ELECTION '76
Presidential: The debate, already begun, as to whether GRF's comeback
peaked too soon or whether the election came too early is totally academic.
What is important is why Ford failed to catch Carter and why Carter was unable
to win a mandate:
1) Most important was JC's total domination of the South, including Texas
(save for Virginia), which was completely unexpected by Ford's campaign aides.
This was based less on his supposed kinship with "redneck" rural whites than
on a massive, monolithic vote by Southern blacks. The classic case was Mississippi, where estimates show that whites voted well over 60% for Ford but the
extremely heavy and virtually unanimous vote among the state's newly enfranchised blacks gave Carter about 50.5% of the state's total vote.
2) The failure of ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan to make a greater effort
in Mississippi, South Carolina and Louisiana may or may not have cost President
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President-elect Jimmy Carter's present inclination is for a stimulation of
the economy through tax reduction - most particularly a one-time tax rebate.
But don't count on it. There is considerable Congressional opposition on Capital
Hill that will make itself heard.
Mr. Carter has been quite effective in his two post-election press conferences and is clearly trying to reassure the business and finance communities
which are most apprehensive about the possible intentions and courses of the
first new Democratic Administration in sixteen years. The real key, however,
is the selection of the new Treasury Secretary - a choice that has not yet been
made. Our feeling remains that Mr. Carter will name somebody relatively reassuring to businessmen.
To date, the most reassuring gestures Jimmy Carter has made toward the
business community are: 1) stressing that he plans no crash program to radically
reduce unemployment now; 2) trying to smooth over potentially rough relations
with Federal Reserve chief Arthur Burns; 3) pulling back from a call for standby
wage-price controls - although this has not yet been firmly announced.
Perhaps the most unsettling aspect of the present Republican malaise is
the passivity and silence - nothing like the noise and bloodshed following the
GOP defeats in' 1958, 1960, 1964, 1970 and 1974. There is very little talk about
anyone taking over the Party.
THE CARTER TRANSITION
The Economy: Two big decisions must be made by Carter very early in his
Presidency: 1) Does the economy need stimulation to get it moving again? 2) How
should that stimulation be given?
The answer to the first question is by no means an overwhelming yes. Not
only Republicans and some conservative Democrats, but also some liberals want to
take a wait-and-see attitude. Our present belief, however, is that the new
President will decide in January that help is needed - thereby following the
advice of his liberal economic advisers.
The answer to what kind of stimulation seems to be boiling down to a quickfix, one-shot tax rebate, with all taxpayers getting a check of $50-to-$100.
The advantages of such a proposal: 1) I t does ~ provide a permanent reduction
of the tax base, which concerns both conservatives and liberals; 2) It can be
restored the following year.
--However. there is substantial opposition today to any kind of tax cut on
two grounds: 1) There is some doubt whether a tax cut - or a rebate - for
individuals will actually be spent quickly or squirreled away; 2) Even if it is
spent, some critics think it will go for "capital-intensive" products - typically
a Japanese-produced TV set - which does not put Americans to work. Hence, many
Congressional Democrats would prefer the stimulation be given through Federal
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President.-elect Jimmy Carter's present inclination is for a stimulation of
economy through tax reduction - most particularly a one-time tax rebate.
But don't count on it. There is considerable Congressional opposition on Capital
Bill that will make itself beard.
Mr. Carter has been quite effective in his two post-election press conferences and is clearly trying to reassure the business and finance communi ties
which are most apprehensive about the possible intentions and courses of the
first new Democratic Administration in sixteen years. The real key, however,
is t~e selection of the new Treasury Secretary - a choice that has E£l yet been
made. Our feeling remains that Mr. Carter will name somebody relatively reassur1Dg to businessmen.
To date, the most reassuring gestures Jimmy Carter has made toward the
business community are: 1) stressing that he plans no crash program to radically
reduce unemployment now; 2) trying to smooth over potentially rough relations
with Federal Reserve chief Arthur Burns; 3) pulling back from a call for standby
wage-price controls - although this bas not yet been firmly announced.
Perhaps the most unsettling aspect of the present Republican malai.se is
the passivity and silence - nothing like the noise and bloodshed following the
COP defeats in 1958, 1960, 1964, 1970 and 1974. There is very little talk about
anydne taking over the Party.
THE CARTER TRANSITION
The Economy: Two big decisions must be made by Carter very early in his
Presidency: 1} Does the economy need stimulation to get it moving again? 2) How
should that stimulation be given?
The answer to the first question is by no means an overwhelming yes. Not
only Republicans and some conservative Democrats, but also some liberals want to
take a.wait-and-see attitude. Our present belief, however, is that the new
President will decide in January that help is needed - thereby following the
advice of his liberal economic advisers.
~ ,. ·
·
The answer to what kind of stimulation seems to be boiling down to a quickfix, one-shot tax rebate, with all taxpayers getting a check of $50-to-$100.
The advantages of such a proposal: 1) It does £21 provide a permanent reduction
of the tax base, which concerns both conservatives and liberals; 2) It can be
restored the following year.
---However, there is substantial opposition today to any kind of tax cut on
two grounds: 1) There is some doubt whether a tax cut - or a rebate - for
individuals will actually be spent quickly or squirreled·away; 2) Even if it is
spent, some critics think it will go for "capital-intensive 11 products - typically
a Japanese-produced TV set - which does not put Americans to work. Hence, many
Congressional Democrats would prefer the stimulation be given through Federal
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President-elect Jimmy Carter's slower-than-expected Cabinet selection has
now zeroed in on the one post that will have major economic, business and market
implications: Treasury Secretary. Despite the previous clear indications that
a business choice would be named, we can now assure you that Charles Schultze
of the Brookings Institution is in the picture.
Mr. Carter's preoccupati~ with selecting personnel to staff his administration has put the issue of an early tax cut into temporary cold storage. We still
feel that the chances· of the new President coming out for one are better-thaneven, but this could become a point of conflict with key Congressional Democrats
that Carter wants to avoid.
A rise in the price of OPEC oil, hopefuily in the 8-to-12% range, seems
inevitable during the next month. President Gerald R. Ford cannot do anything
to head it off, and neither can President-elect Carter. The question: Will Mr.
Carter play hardball and try to roll back the increase when he takes office in
January? It would be a terrific gamble, but it is being urged upon him from
some quarters.
The Chairmanship of the Republican National Committee is wide open, but we
would call John Connally the slight favorite. The moderates calling for a technician rather than a spokesman are sounding a theme that nobody much believes in.
THE CARTER TRANSITION
The Economy: The clear signal that JC would name somebody to Treasury
acceptable to the business community is no longer as certain as it once seemed.
Despite key aide Hamilton Jordan's assurance that a professor of economics would
not be named, Charles Schultze (LBJ's Budget Director) is a very strong contender perhaps the front-runner - of those remaining. Schultze is no wild man, but his
nomination would come as a severe disappointment to Carter's business supporters
and would hardly shore up skittish financial markets.
Don't count out Atlanta banker Bert Lance, even though his name was leaked
last week as OMB Director. He is still being pushed for Treasury by many, including economic consultant Eliot Janeway, an early Carter supporter, who is advising
that a Lance Treasury announcement would provoke a swift 150-point rise in the
Dow Jones average. If Lance does~ go to Treasury (and we don't think he will),
he is set for OMB. We do not feel that the newspaper accounts of Lance being
JC's banker will hurt him seriously.
If Lance goes to OMB, there will come much pressure from Carter's liberal
economic advisers that he's enough red meat for the business community and that
Schultze should go to the Treasury. Since our last Report Alden Clausen of the
Bank of America and Irving Shapiro of DuPont have entered the picture. A dark
horse with substantial support on Carter's staff who might be JC's type: Dallas
mortgage banker Jess Hay, a member of the Democratic National Committee. Robert
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Despite moderation by the Saudi Arabians and covert efforts by Presidentelect Jimmy Carter, the prospects for a modest oil increase by OPEC are overwhelming as we go to press. That intensifies deepening inflationary pressures
and a shaky economy that awaits the new President.
Carter's economic advisers are p,ushing hard for an economic package heavier
on tax cuts than on government spending, and he agrees with them - in private.
But in public, he stresses spending to "create" jobs as demanded by Congressional
Democratic leaders. Whether he can camouflage a big tax cut with enough talk
about jobs creation to appease the Congressional spenders appears doubtful.
Carter cabinet-selection, moving even more slowly than at the time of our
last Report two weeks ago, seems to be shaping up in a more liberal direction
than seemed probable immediately after his election. His biggest headaches:
(1) Organized labor's demand for John Dunlop as Secretary of Labor, a step
fiercely opposed by women and blacks; (2) What to do about Defense, where softliners have vetoed Dr. James Schlesinger and hard-liners are trying to veto Dr.
Harold Brown.
You can count out John Connally as Republican National Chairman after two
weeks of severe wounds, many self-inflicted. Our guess right now is lameduck
Sen• William Brock of Tennessee, though State Chairman Thomas Milligan of Indiana
has the most votes today.
THE ECONOMY
Oil Prices: The pleasure and jubilation over the call by Sheikh Zaki Yamani,
Saudi Arabian oil minister, for a six-month freeze on oil prices should not obscure
these probabilities: (1) The OPEC meeting in Qatar will probably decide on a
January boost anyway, though the strong Saudi initiative now lends hope that it
will be kept under 10 per cent and may be only 5 per cent; (2) Yamani will not go
back to Riyadh with a recommendation for increased oil production to break OPEC
(though he might have if the Iranians had pushed through a 15 per cent-plus
increase); (3) The long-range prospect is for survival of OPEC with continually
rising oil prices.
Both the outgoing Ford administration and the incoming Carter administration
are taking credit for the Saudi initiative yesterday - without justification.
Yamani's call for a halt comes out of Mideast politics, particularly the paramount Saudi goal of a regional settlement based on Israeli concessions. Sources
very close to the Saudi government say it now will look for a reciprocal gesture
from the Carter Administration: efforts for a Mideast settlement that would
effectively repudiate Carter's pro-Israeli campaign pledges.
Cyrus Vance, Secretary of State-designate, conducted a secret, inconclusive
session with the Saudi Arubassador in New York last week which exchanged mutual
requests for moderation on oil prices and help in bringing Israel to terms.
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All signals point ·to an economic stimulation package shaping up in the
new Carter Administration with considerably less of a tax cut than the economic
advisers think proper and more Government spending than they recommend. Our
present estimate: $S billion in spending accompanied by $10 billion in tax cuts,
split between permanent and temporary.
On the record, President-elect Jimmy Carter is taking the position that
there is no linkage between OPEC oil price increase "moderation" and Middle East
politics. But there are now people high in his Administration who realize that
this could be the most (and perhaps the last) propitious moment to try for an
overall Middle East settlement.
The now-completed Carter Cabinet is perhaps a bit left of what was expected
(save for Attorney General) and mostly composed of people without an independent
political base who depend on Mr. Carter almost completely.
The big push for Republican National Committee Chairman is now being made
for outgoing Treasury Sec. William Simon by Southern Conservatives. We would
call him the present front-runner, but this one has already taken so many strange
twists and turns that it would be foolish to call it now.
J'HE ECONOMY
Carter Plan: The economic stimulation program is moving away from the
plan backed by economic advisers and OMB Director-designate, Bert Lance (i.e.
$3-to-$S billion in job-creating spending, $20 billion in tax cuts, including
help for corporations) thanks to two factors: 1) tremendous pressure from
politicians - Governors, Mayors and particularly Congress - for more spending
and less tax-catting; 2) slightly better economic signs on the horizon.
Nothing is determined right now but the consensus seems to be at least
$S billion and perhaps up to $7 billion in spending but only $10 billion on the
tax cut side. The problem there, according to the economists, is that this package
will provide enough to increase the deficit but not enough truly to stimulate the
economy. Additionally, there is much debate about whether the tax cut should be
permanent or in the form of a rebate: the Carter people may split it SO-SO,
which would further dilute the effect.
Carter insiders are absolutely convinced that ~ of the tax cut must be
in the form of investment incentives for corporations, which, of course, would
not be a rebate in any shape or form. Here again there is indecision. Some
key Carter insiders are turned off against investment credit and are thinking
instead of accelerated depreciation allowance. But how can that be made temporary?
Here, as on other matters, black politicians are pressing Mr. Carter and
calling in their debts. They want spending and no tax cuts.
Wage-Prices: Another point of indecision in the Carter camp is whether to
seek legislation requiring prior notification for price increases in key industries
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President-elect Jimmy Carter is still procrastinating on how big to make
his economic "stimulus package·," with the strong likelihood that no complete
and final answer will emerge until after -~at - Friday's meeting with Congressional Democratic leaders. That meeting will define the general target
- still expected at approximately $15 billion - but not the exact breakdown
between tax cuts and increased Federal spending.
Caution on economic policy combined with general self-confidence and
high morale set the tone for the pre-inaugural Cabinet meeting, at St. Simon's
island. The greatest problem coming out of these discussions was how to reconcile the intense desire to fulfill all of Mr. Carter's campaign promises
while excercising prudence on fiscal and defense policies.
Sen. Howard Baker's (Tenn.) startling upset of Sen. Robert Griffin (Mich.)
in the Republican leadership struggle reveals this message: the weakened
GOP desperately wants and, we think, needs a voice far more than it needs
a technician. Baker's Senatorial colleagues see him as a more glamorous and
more articulate figure than the bland but thorough Griffin, a close associate of outgoing President Gerald R. Ford.
THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION
The Economy: Jimmy Carter's disposition to wait as long as possible before pinning himself down to his first big decision has been eroded, althougL
a previous target date for decision has slipped from early this week to Friday. Mr. Carter - and Bert Lance, powerful OMB Director-designate - would
prefer to wait longer - for the fourth quarter retail sales report that comes
out January 12th and other fourth quarter indicators.
Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd, House Majority Leader Jim Wright
and other Congressional leaders said No. So JC and his economic team will
announce a rough program at the end of the week. Our readings show:
1) An overall "stimulus package" of between $14 and $18 billion, with
the tax cut portion slightly larger than the Government spending part, but
not nearly enough so to satisfy most economists. Mr. Carter is concerned
about a "bloated" stimulus that could impale him upon the highest peacetime
budget deficit in history (perhaps $70 billion). Wright and Congressional
Democrats well to his Left want more - $10 billion in spending and up to $20
billion in tax cuts.
2) Hence, disagreement and possibly a serious clash cannot be ruled out
for Friday when the Congressional emphasis will be placed on spreading money
around the country quickly and leaving the legislative details of housing and
public works programs until later.
The briefings at St. Simon's by CEA Chairman-designate Charles Schultze
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